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These programming concepts are used in 
many programming languages!
we call them functions

Lesson 1 - Programming Games with Scratch I

Learning Outcomes:
● Learning about the scratch IDE
● Learning how to make sprites appear and disappear
● Learning how to use the coding blocks in motion, looks, events, control
● Learning what these programming concepts mean and do:

inputs   strings   loops   variables   

input loop

variable string

Can you remember what each of these mean from our CS Unplugged lessons?



Lets get Coding
Imagine you are a software developer. Write a program in scratch to follow the instructions below:

“When the green flag is clicked the cat says hello, 
then the cat moves continuously around the stage and changes costume, 

while bouncing off the edges”.
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Lets get Coding
Imagine you are a software developer. Write a program in scratch to follow the instructions below:

“When the green flag is clicked the cat says hello, 
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       Expert Tip

The order the blocks are in is important

Use these blocks



Lets get Coding
Imagine you are a software developer. Write a program in scratch to follow the instructions below:

“When the green flag is clicked the cat says hello, 
then the cat moves continuously around the stage and changes costume, 

while bouncing off the edges”.

The solution



Challenge

Using the code you just made (shown on the right)

make the challenge below where three fish move left

and right bouncing on the edge.

NOTE:

When you have shown your teacher 

that you can make EXACTLY this 

animation, you many then 

customise/randomise it.



Lets get Coding

Ever since we were old enough to play hide and seek and tag, we’ve been hooked on gaming, but 
in the same way we needed to learn to walk and talk before we could make and play these 
games, we need to learn coding basics to make and play the Scratch games we’re going to make. 

We’re now going to make our first game, called Hungry Shark

How many sprites are in this game?

What variables can you see?

How do you think the game will work?



Lets get Coding

Name your project (For example: The Hungry Shark)

Click on the ‘Scissors’ icon then click on the Cat, to 
delete the Cat sprite giving us a fresh and empty stage 
ready for programming.

Click on ‘Choose sprite from library’ and add 2 Sprites:

- Shark    - Apple

Your project should have 
two sprites now.

Game Progress   18%



Make sure the Shark sprite is selected, and 
then click on the Costumes tab.  

How many costumes does the Shark have? 
What are costumes?
How can we use them to make our game 
More interesting and appealing to the user?

Now click on ‘Choose backdrop’ and add the 
Underwater3 backdrop 
(or any backdrop of your 
choice) to the Stage of 
your project.

Game Progress   32%



Your project should now 
look like this.

What does the word
vary mean?

What is a variable?

With the Stage selected, click on the Scripts tab, then click on Data 
category,  and click on ‘Make a Variable’

 

Game Progress   44%



Type in Score as the Variable Name.

Make sure the button ‘For all sprites’ 
is ticked and click OK.

You should have now the Score 
variable displayed on your project, 
as shown in the image below.

If you got this far, now
is a good time to pair 

programme - help others
around you who might be
stuck!

Game Progress   50%



Click on the Shark sprite to select it, and 
add the following script to the Shark.

Before you do, let's chat about what everything does.

If your Shark is facing the wrong way, click on 
the little ‘i’ icon on top-left of  the Shark sprite, 
and select the Rotation Style as shown

Game Progress   75%



Click on the Apple sprite to select it, 
and add the following script to the Apple.

Before you do, let's chat about what everything does.

Game Progress   90%



Game Time!

Instructions

● Press the Green Flag to start.

● Use the Up and Down arrow keys on your keyboard to move the Shark 

and catch the Apple.

● Each time the shark “eats” an apple, the Score is increased by 1.

● A new apple spawns when the old one is eaten.

Challenges
● Try adding a timer to your game.

● Try changing the code so that it does something different.

● Customise your game so that it has another player or ememy.

● Try having the background change every time the shark gets an apple.

● See if you can make the apple turn into a different food item (eg a burrito) when the shark 

eats it.   100%



Lesson 1 - Programming Games with Scratch II

Learning Outcomes:
● Learning about the scratch IDE
● Learning how to make sprites appear and disappear
● Learning how to use the coding blocks in motion, looks, events, control

In the last project, we made Shark Hunter 

an interactive game that used the Up and

down keys. It had a player controlled sprite 

and a goal.

Today we’re going to make a game called Starfish Hunter, a game which 

has aplayer controlled sprite and a goal but also enemies. The player uses 

the mouse to control the sprite.

Give the demo a play at: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/252901515



Full Screen
Your game name

Score 
Variable

Underwater 
Backdrop

Player Character 
(controlled by mouse)

Octopuses 
are the 
enemy. 
Don’t touch!

Play game End a game

Collect 
starfish to 
score points

Mouse/Sprite coordinates



Lets get Coding

First task - Get a sprite to follow your mouse

“When the green flag is clicked,
make the sprite move constantly (forever)

in the direction of the mouse pointer”

Use these blocks:



Game Progress   24%

“When the green flag is clicked,
make the sprite move constantly (forever)

in the direction of the mouse pointer”

Solution:

Next - Setting the scene

Pick an underwater scene for your game.







These programming concepts are used in 
many programming languages!

we call them functions
input loop

variable string

user input: keyPressed

NEXT - conditional statements using

Processing is the flagship text-based language of 
The Academy of Code

One of the most important functions in processing for game-design
is keyPressed()



user input: keyPressed

we can also use keyPressed in scratch to
design games

What keyboard keys do we often use 
when playing computer games to change direction?

find keyPressed in scratch

So we now need to know how to locate our sprites and move them around the screen

XY axes



Y +

Y -

X +X -

XY axes

find the stage backdrop below

as you move your cursor around the screen, these numbers change



Y is up 

Y is up!

Y +

Y -

X +X -

Where is the cat?  X is a plus number, Y is a minus number

Where is the robot?  X is a __ number, Y is a __ number

Where is the balloon?  X is a ___ number, Y is a __ number

Where is the taco?  X is a ___ number, Y is a ___ number



Y is up 

Learning Outcomes:
● Learning about conditional statements
● Learning ‘Y is up’ the X-Y axis slogan!
● Learning how to use operators

Y is up!

the X Y axes are vital for gaming:
● to position sprites / characters / items around the screen

● to move sprites / characters / items around the screen

Y +

Y -

X +X -

Where are the four quadrants?



Y is up 

Y is up!

battle time!

In this game you will pair up with another student

Y 
+

Y -

X 
+

X -

Create a new animation in scratch with XY axis background

Place a sprite in one of the quadrants

Where is their sprite?  X is a __ number, Y is a __ number



Drawing Location - Treasure Hunt
As a class, try and guess the approximate coordinates of each of the items of treasure 

for Tina.

Drawing Location
Sometimes we may wish to move the turtle before we start drawing something so we 

can draw shapes in different locations on the screen.

Barrel of Oil
(-150,_____)

Whale 
(100,_____)

Ship
(____, 75)

Cannonballs
(____,____)

Treasure
(____, 150)

Bottle of Poison
(-50,_____)

Lighthouse 
(-100,_____)

Desert Island
(____,____)

Bomb
(____,____)

Anchor
(____,____)





Learning Outcomes

● You discover how to produce a simple algorithm using Scratch that will 
draw shapes

● To learn how to generate and use Random Numbers

● To learn how to create multiple costumes for Sprites

● To produce a Face Changer

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Lesson X - Scratch - Makin’ Shapes 

Let’s Get Coding
Scratch is a great place to start learning about some real-world coding. 

Let's have a quick look over the basics.

Draw a Square

Remember to start with an instruction from the   category.

Follow this with an instruction from the          category.

Then add instructions from the             category.

Move the Sprite (Cat) to somewhere else on the stage and click the 

Green Flag to draw more squares.



Let’s Get Coding
Draw a Hexagon

This time we will clear the screen and change the 

pen colour. Remember to use the duplicate tool to 

copy and paste instructions.

Extra Challenges

●
●
●

●
●



Let’s Get Coding
Creating Changing Face

Delete the cat and make new sprites for the

○ Body and head
○ Eyes
○ Mouth
○ Hat

Make a face made up of three 

costumes that have three different 

costumes, Similar to the example 

on the right

       Expert Tip

Ensure that the different components line up by setting the costume centre.



Extra Challenges

● Loop through the different costumes using a repeat loop
● Have more than just a head?
● Make a sound when the costume is changed?
● Change the background?
● Introduce movement to create a simple animation

o Press a button and the character raises his hat, or eyebrows, or sticks out his 
tongue



Learning Outcomes

● You are going to test what you know to make some simple animations

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Lesson X - Scratch - Revision 1

Lets get coding!
In this lesson you’re going to make animations to revise what we’ve done so far. Try 

making these ideas your own by adding in extra sprites and scenes. You should get a 

good few animations/ scenes done in one class. 

Here are some options:
     Jumping Frog
Find this backdrop.

Animate a frog sprite to jump from 

stone to stone.

Animate a fly to whizz around in the air.

Challenge - Every time the frog lands on a stone it says “ribbit!”



      Dragon and Princess

Find a backdrop showing a castle

Animate a princess to run around in 

front of the castle. Animate a dragon 

to chase her.

Challenge - When a key is pressed, make the dragon blow out a gust of fire which burns 

the princess to a crisp.
      Stars of the Stage

Pick a stage backdrop.

Create a band of 2 (or more!) musicians 

or dancers, who move around the stage 

as they play their instruments.

Can you find music for them to perform to?

Challenge - Make the musicians jump in the air when you click on them.
      Going on a Journey

Pick a backdrop showing a street.

Choose different cars and people to 

pass by on the road and pavement.

Challenge - When two people meet get them to greet each other by saying, “Hello!”



Learning Outcomes

● You are going to test what you know to make some more simple 
animations

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Lesson X - Scratch - Revision 2

Lets get coding!
In this lesson you’re going to make some more animation to revise what we’ve done 

so far. Try making these ideas your own by adding in extra sprites and scenes. You 

should get a few animations/ scenes done in one class. 

     Collecting Pollen
Use arrow keys (←↑↓) to move 

your ladybird around to collect each 

bit of pollen from the flowers. 

The ladybird faces the way she is heading.

Challenge - Make the pollen disappears 

when it is collected.

Hint - The code on the right is a great 

and easy way to get things moving.



      Run and Jump
The boy moves left or right when you 

tap the arrows, ➔ and ←. When you 

press space bar  he jumps. 

Make him face the direction he is walking.

Challenge - When he jumps he changes costume.
      Mess, Mess, Mess! 
Use the arrow keys (←➔↑↓) to move 

Pico around to collect the items from 

the floor. When you press space Pico 

bends down to pick one up.

Challenge - The items disappear when Pico grabs them.      Fish Friends

←➔↑↓






